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A big toolbox of spam tools is divisive. It's for educational purposes only. Supports Windows, Linux, Mac, Android and iOS on iSH. (Tested in Windows 10 Education/Professional, Ubuntu 18.10, Mac OS Sierra (support dropped) and Android 9 with Termux 0.72) BTC address: 16uLpTNXMFc5HuTJYMsCQmr7dW4JbrZ33d Do you need
help? Explore Wiki and the Telegram group Screenshots: Demo Video: (Expired) Features: Custom Themes/Oles Joiner and leaver Id checker Message Spammer Ascii Spammer Mass notation Voice Chat Spammer DM Spammer Group DM Spammer Picture Spammer Embed spammer Role Mass Mentioner Server Smasher Plugins
Installation: Instructions for installing RTB can be found here Python: Python 3.6 and 3.7 are compatible, you can get them here: Python 3.6.8 Python 3.7.2 Configuration: You can use &gt; RTB&gt;themes to change the menu theme, and you can change the setting under &gt; Options. Alternatively, you can edit config.json. Disclaimer I
am not responsible for any bans that you may receive with the Raid ToolBox, nor am I liable for any damage caused by the Raid ToolBox or other nations of this program. Add a description, image, and links to the discord-raid-bot topic page to make it easier for developers to learn from it. Curating this topic To associate your repository
with a discord-raid-bot topic, visit the repon home page and select manage topics. Learn more You cannot run it at this time. You are signed in with another tab or window. Update session download again. You are logged off on another tab or window. Update session download again. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to
understand how you use GitHub.com to build better products. Learn more. We use optional third-party analytics cookies to understand how you use GitHub.com to build better products. You can always update your selection by clicking Cookie Settings at the bottom of the page. For more information, please see our Privacy Policy. We use
essential cookies to perform essential website functions, such as logging in to them. Read more Always active We use analytics cookies to understand how you use our websites to improve them, for example, they are used to collect information about the pages you visit and how many clicks you need to complete the task. Learn more
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